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Sacrifice: Generally sacrifice means the act of giving up something. But in the true 

sense, it means giving up one’s own interest, happiness or refraining oneself from 

profit earning activity. Sacrifice is a moral virtue.  

 

Example of sacrifice: Our freedom fighters laid down their lives for our 

independence. Dedicating one’s life for a noble cause is indeed a great sacrifice. 

To make sacrifices for the welfare of others, for the betterment of the society and 

for the well-being of all human beings is an inseparable part of religion. In the holy 

book of Sreemadbhagabatgeeta the glory of sacrifice has been highlighted.    

 

Sacrificial Man: A person who does not hesitate to make supreme sacrifices for 

the welfare of humanity and his country.  

 

Liberality: To treat all humans equally is called liberality. It is a moral virtue and 

it is an integral part of religion. 

 

Liberal Person:  A person who does not discriminate in respect of treating 

humans. All humans rich or poor, weak or powerful are equally treated by a liberal 

person without any kind of discrimination. He loves all the people of all 

communities and religions. It is said: “Udarcharitanang Tu Basudhaiva  

(Kutumbakam)”. It means that to a liberal person all humans of this world are 

kith and kin.  

 

Relation between sacrifice and liberality: There is a close relation between 

sacrifice and liberality. A man cannot be sacrificial without being liberal.   
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2. Write down the meaning of the following words: 

    a) Boon         

    b) Perish     

    c) Liberality     

    d) Ascetic 

    e) Inseparable 

    f) Bajjra 
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Chapter – 5 (Sacrifice and Liberality) 

 

 

 

1. Meaning of the following words: 

     

    a) Boon - Blessing         

    b) Perish - Destroy     

    c) Liberality - Kindness     

    d) Ascetic - Hermit 

    e) Inseparable - Inalienable 

    f) Bajjra -Thunder 
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